
FIND YOUR RING SIZE
For accurancy, please ensure that page scaling is set to 100% on 
your print dialog box. (To open the print dialogbox, presss CTRL +  P)

Follow us @lulajjewelry
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The String Test

The Paper Test

The Secret Circle

1. Cut a small piece of string, thread or ribbon
2. MEASURE: Wrap it snugly around your finger for an accurate measurement
3. DETERMINE: Compare your measurement with our sizing chart
4. CHECK: Double check for accuracy

TIP: Be careful not to wrap the string too tight. Aim for a comfortable, snug fit
TIP: For the most accuracy, have someone help you measure

Your ring should fit your finger comfortably; snug enough so that it will not fall off,
but loose enough to slide over your knuckle.

TIP: Finger size changes depending on time of the day and the weather, for better results. 
Measure your finger at the end of the day and when your fngers are warm. (Fingers are
smaller in the early morning and when cold.)
TIP: Avoid using string or paper to measure ring size as these materials can stretch or
twist, yielding an inaccurate measutwist, yielding an inaccurate measurement. AIM for a comfortable, snug fit.

1. PRINT and carefully cut out our paper ring sizer below.
2. CREATE a slit by making a small cut on the line labeled “Ring Size”
3. Slip the pointed end through the slit creating a circle
4. MEASURE: Place around your finger and pull the pointed end to create a snug fit.
5. CHECK: Measure your finger size 3 to 4 times to eliminate an erroneous reading.

1. PRINT our chart of ring size circles
2. FIND a ring that your loved one currently wears
3. MEASURE: Place the ring on top of each circle until you find a perfect match.
4. DETERMINE: The matching print should fit perfectly inside on the ring
5. CHECK: Triple check for accuracy

Circles in US ring size 
and diameters

Measure this bar
This must be exactly 30mm


